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3 Challenges
ASTE has challenges when adapting retrieval-augmented methods: 
Ø its purpose includes predicting the sentiment polarities and it is 

usually aspect-dependent;
Ø triplets with similar semantic similarities may have conflict

sentiment polarities.

Ø We pre-train the retriever by contrastive learning, which prompts the 
retrieved triplets have both semantic and sentiment similarities. 

4 Our Method

5 Experiment

1 Introduction

In addition, the food is very good and the prices are horrible.

( food, good, positive ) ( prices, horrible, negative )

Aspect Sentiment Triplets Extraction (ASTE) aims to extract all triplets 
containing aspect terms, opinion terms and their sentiment polarities.

2 Motivation
It is promising to introduce inter-sentence information into some 
challenging cases, where the intra-sentence information is 
insufficient. 
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The food is spicy and delicious, including the shrimp appetizer, the 

cod, and the scallop roll.
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Existing retrieval-augmented methods may fetch triplets with high 
semantic similarity but opposite sentiment, giving a false guidance.

The ordered cocktail from here was spicy that I could barely drink it.

( cocktail, spicy, negative ) ( scallop roll, spicy, negative )
Deduce

Ø We interpolate their label information into 
the augmented representation of the 
candidate pair to predict the sentiments.

Ø For each candidate pair, we retrieve 
semantic similar triplets from the store 
according to a relevance score. 

Ø We first construct a knowledge store and detect all candidate aspect-
opinion term. 

Ø We jointly train the retriever and triplets 
extractor:
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